
Stats & Insights
Loops, Mini Loops, and Talent Searches

April 27th, 2020
First Follow Loop
Accumulated 9 likes, 4 comments (participants), 
and 1 saved post. 

For the first loop, it was what I expected. I used 
generated generic “art” hashtags in an attempt to 
boost the post. I also asked fellow artist friends to 
participate in this loop to help me kick it off. I also 
asked them in I could reshare their work to start to 
create posts.

1.)

2.)
May 5th, 2020
Second Follow Loop
Accumulated 9 likes & 11 comments

For this follow loop, I found my hosts by exploring 
hashtags and messages artists directly to see if 
they were interested. This loop had many more 
participated and was slightly more effective. I used 
the same generic “art” hashtags to try to reel more 
accounts in to the post.

3.)
May 11th, 2020
First Mini Follow Loop
Accumulated 22 likes, 11 comments, & 1 save

I decided to take a different approach on the loop to see the out-
come. It turns out that it was extremely effective. I simply asked 
for participants to like the post, tag friends, and follow everyone 
who commented along with them. It’s kind of a little fun surprise 
for my followers. I used this as a celebratory post for reaching 
100 followers. I plan on using this loop layout as a “prize” for my 
followers after reaching another growth milestone.



4.)
May 14th, 2020
First Talent Search
Accumulated 16 likes, 3 comments, and 3 saves

Instead of searching for new accounts and 
messaging them for permission to reshare their 
work, I decided to conduct a “talent search” and ask 
those who wanted a shout-out instead.

May 29th, 2020
Second Talent Search
Accumulated 16 likes & 10 comments

To be more effectienct and effective in my loops I 
decided to conduct a “talent search”. I noticed with 
my previous loops that some of my hosts were not 
completely adibing by the rules, and not following 
accounts back. So now, with these “talent searches” 
I can find accounts that truly want to participate. 

5.)

May 30th, 2020
Third Follow Loop
Accumulated 20 likes, 52 comments, 2 dms, & 2 
Saves

My most successful loop to date. This shows that 
my experiment using the “talent search” really 
worked. I plan on using this formula in the future, 
and using those who participate for shoutouts and 
future loops.

6.)


